Poetry

Online Schooling

After three quarters of learning
various styles of structured writing,
students are enjoying a chance to
appreciate the form and beauty of
poetry. Once the meter, rhythm,
rhymes and tropes are studied, the
class writes a group poem.
Afterwards, students write their own
poems imitating each style. Each
week they select poems from a
different genre to read aloud to the
class. Everyone has thoroughly
enjoyed the beauty, humor and art
found in the poetry of language.

Though crestfallen from missing the many capstone events of spring
quarter, Buffalo Creek students have risen to the task of virtual
schooling. Their integrity, ingenuity and determination have shown
through in the diligence with which they "arrive" prepared for class
each day and turn
in quality work, on
time. While we all
miss the community
of the farm, the
House Rangers are
helping with
accountability and
leading the other
students by
example!
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Our Flag
By Trey Lewis
Four corners has it thee,
Yes, this flag belongs to me.
Over each state, it shall stand,
One belonging to every man.

Fifty stars and thirteen stripes,
Waving bravely through the night.
One white star for every state,
There are two, plus forty-eight.

Flags are symbols of our freedom,
Communists, I hope we’ll never be ‘em.
As we watch our flag today,
Pride should swell for the U.S.A.

Science
Fulfillment of God’s directive, given in the Garden of Eden, that man
take charge of and subdue the earth requires our appreciation,
understanding and stewardship of the world around us. From
covalent bonds to cataclysmic geology, whether through microscope
or telescope, Buffalo Creek students are exploring with wonderment
the intricate design and
natural laws through
which we so clearly see
the love and care God has
for us.
Labaratory experiments
and demonstrations (a
staple of BCBS science)
have been a particular
challenge to do virtually.
However, the web-camera
has allowed students an
“up-close” view of the
procedure and results.

Classical Music Appreciation

Classical Corner

In this quarter BCBS students have been studying classical composers, their lives and the story and musical
concepts behind a particular composition. After listening to portions of the piece on CD, we "share the page" on
YouTube to hear the entire piece. Between this study and the classical music played all year as they complete
deskwork, we believe the students are developing an ear and appreciation for the beautiful elements of music.

Art
Fourth quarter was planned for instruction in
painting and mixed media, but we adapted to the
on-line situation by offering more drawing lessons
on one and two point perspective and portraits.

Speech and Debate

BCBS was was blessed this year to have Brian Steiffel, a
speech major and debate enthusiast, join us for two
weeks to teach the art of speech and debate to our
language arts classes. After an initial informal debate to
teach the students debate protocol, the entire school
teamed up for the second formal debate on the topic
"Jails should offer rehabilitation programs for inmates."
Several days were spent researching their point of view,
predicting the opposing team’s points, and laying out a
written plan. On the day of the debate, students gave
persuasive speeches to a full house of parents and
judges to persuade them to their point of view.
Ironically, during this time, the local newspaper was full
of articles on overcrowding of jails and the high recidivist
rate nationwide. We were proud the students chose
such an important, relevant topic to study and debate.

Beyond the Classroom
Service Project
In early March, BCBS students and staff joined a
group of volunteers at Glen Maury Park to help
build new walking and mountain biking trails. The
organizers provided all the "cool tools" and
instruction, while we provided the muscle. The
students loved the project and gained a new
appreciation for the time and sweat others put in
to building and maintaining the many trails we so
readily use and take for granted.

Building Men
Boxing

Former VMI boxing coach , Lance
Thomson, volunteered to teach our young men the
art of boxing for self-defense during P.E. classes in
February. The young men stood taller each day as
their confidence grew with each maneuver learned.
A man must know how to defend himself if he is
called to protect others. We are so grateful for the
many volunteers in the community who partner
with us in building men.

Physical Fitness
BCBS believes in applying
Setting the mile record at 6:25!
discipline in all areas of life—
spiritual, mental and physical.
Students made great gains in their
physical fitness and athletic skills
this year with every student
setting personal best or school
records almost weekly. Despite
our current separation, students
are still held accountable to do
their daily P.T.'s and weekly mile
run by filling out weekly exercise
logs. What a blessing it is to be
able to trust the integrity of their reports!

Bible
The fruits of our daily Bible classes are
seen in the attitudes, efforts and
character these young men display
every day, all day at BCBS. This result
makes the endless hours of teaching
and running a school all the sweeter.
These eternal fruits will not only
change how these young men handle
and perceive life's events, but will also
allow them to be a light unto the
world. This is our mission.

"...let us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles,
and let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us." Hebrews 12:1

